
DESCRIPTION: 
We are proud to present our new lofi trap sample pack called Tooney LoFi Trap. It's not just 
another boring chill melody dropped on the typical trap beats, it's a perfect symbiosis of two 
super sought-after music genres of today! It's almost 2 GB of the finest lofi trap samples 
created by our beatmakers and sound designers. Let's run through it…

We have prepared for you a wide range of lofi trap loops in different tempos & keys. You'll 
find inside a huge amount of mellow keyboards & magical bells, vintage style synth tunes, 
warm chopped guitars & tight 808 bass loops, deep pads & tiny vocals. Nevertheless, one 
folder we would like to emphasize the most – it's Melody Loops. These super inspiring loops 
already combine a number of instruments together and can be a great start of a new beat. 
Moreover you get LoFied trap drum loops, midi chord progressions, custom-made drum hits 
(one-shots) & key labeled 808 samples.

For those who strive for initial inspiration we offer 20 amazing LoFi Trap beat starters 
(construction kits), fully detailed, mixed and volumed (including midi files). So you just need 
to drag-n-drop it into your project and start changing them with your vision.

This pack can be a great sound springboard for all creators of Lofi Hip-Hop, Chill Trap, 
Downtempo, Future Rnb or Future Pop music. Because you'll have 700+ precisely selected 
& fully ready samples to use & produce. Just check the demo and audio examples and grab 
this stunning pack right now!

Please note: Every sound featured in the audio demo is INCLUDED in this sample 
pack!

SPECS:
759 Sound Files Total
Archive Size:  1.91 GB
103 Drum loops
20 Construction Kits
31 Melody Loops
20 Bass Loops
51 Keys Loops
31 Guitar Loops
53 Synth Loops
18 Vocal Loops
10 808 Bass Hits
80 Drum Hits
71 Midi Files
17 NI KONTAKT Patches
Wav 24Bit 44.1KHZ 
100% Royalty Free
Key & BPM Labeled
Tempo/Bpm 120-150

Requirements:
NI Kontakt.


